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Ebert's Suppenstube 

"Charming Food Stall"

An extension of Ebert Feinkost, a family run butcher shop, Ebert's

Suppenstube is just across the street. This charming food stall is known

for their hearty soups, great sausages and the delectable schnitzel

sandwich. Everything is between EUR2 to EUR6 and the place is always

brimming with people who want a taste of the scrumptious fare.

 +49 69 2097 3877  www.ebert-feinkost.de/  Große Bockenheimer Straße 31,

Frankfurt

 by avlxyz   

Köylü-Döner 

"Kebab, anyone?"

Köylü-Döner is a fabulous take away joint where you can also sit and

enjoy some great kebab dishes. This restaurant is very popular in the

neighborhood for its kebab skewers full of succulent flavor. You can enjoy

different types of meat and their doner specialty, which is just delicious.

The ambiance simple and no-frills, but the service is quick and attentive.

They have a counter where they place different types of spices and herbs

and you can season your skewers as per your liking. The late hours and

budget-friendly pricing have made this little eatery a fast favorite with the

late-night crowd.

 +49 69 62 8913  Paradiesgasse 65, Frankfurt

 by ugod   

Aroma 

"Best Falafel"

Aroma is a small eatery that specializes in budget-friendly Middle Eastern

fare. The place is always busy with people stopping by for a quick bite on

the go. From delicious falafel wraps to generously sized platters, the food

is simple but oh so delicious. Service is prompt and friendly, ensuring a

great dining experience from start to finish. Favorites include the

shawarma sandwich and the falafel platter.

 +49 69 2571 7546  Oeder Weg 80, Frankfurt
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